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Horizon Pharma plc (“Horizon Pharma”) has filed a definitive proxy statement with the Securities and Exchange Commission and accompanying WHITE and BLUE proxy cards to be used to solicit requests that Depomed, Inc. (“Depomed”) call two related special meetings of shareholders.

This Schedule 14A filing consists of an amended slide in an investor presentation regarding the proposed acquisition of Depomed by Horizon Pharma and Horizon Pharma’s solicitation of requests that Depomed call two related special meetings of shareholders. Horizon Pharma first released the investor presentation on September 15, 2015, first released an amended investor presentation on September 25, 2015, and first released the following amended slide on October 13, 2015.
Published Analyst Reports and Investors That We Have Spoken With Are Overwhelmingly Supportive

“Viewing the proposed Depomed transaction within that broader context of Horizon’s evolution, we believe this transaction makes exceedingly good strategic sense, is nicely value creating and provides enhanced and durable diversification.”

Ken Cacciatore
Cowen and Company, 7/21/2015

“The debate whether Depomed overpaid for Nucynta is yet to be determined, but we believe this is a growth product and the numbers work better within Horizon with the significant tax advantages.”

Marc Goodman
UBS, 7/7/2015

“As of 6/30/2015, Horizon Shareholders Owned 66% (1) of Depomed’s Outstanding Shares

Source: Wall Street Research.
Note: Permission to use quoted material was neither sought nor obtained.
(1) Factset and NASDAQ.